
WRITE AHEAD LOG POSTGRESQL CREATE

This documentation is for an unsupported version of PostgreSQL. You may want Write-Ahead Logging (WAL) is a
standard method for ensuring data integrity.

And now, due to user activity PostgreSQL has to load another page to get data from it. When set to on,
commits will wait until replies from the current synchronous standby s indicate they have received the commit
record of the transaction and flushed it to disk. In the opposite case i. Ideally, the number of files at any given
time should lie between an upper and lower limit, with predictable variations arising from maintenance tasks
and batch workloads. Using WAL results in a significantly reduced number of disk writes, because only the
log file needs to be flushed to disk to guarantee that a transaction is committed, rather than every data file
changed by the transaction. A forgotten one without monitoring replication slot cause not only WAL bloat but
a possible database downtime. As mentioned in Section 9. While this is nice in theory, practice is a bit more
complex. The path name is relative to the working directory of the server, i. Thanks to WAL it is very hard to
get any problems with data â€” I would even say impossible, but it's still possible in case your hardware
misbehaves â€” like: lies about actual disk writes. It has also other benefits, but this will come later. The
data-portion of the record is defined by the structure CheckPoint , which contains several variables such as the
REDO point stored with step 1. During normal operation, there is no difference between the two modes, but
when set to always the WAL archiver is enabled also during archive recovery or standby mode. Theoretically
it's simple â€” open the file to write without overwriting , do fseek to appropriate location, and write the new
kB. Theoretically all would be OK â€” all changes would get logged to WAL, and memory pages would be
modified, all good. The checkpointer is constantly going through all of the changes made in memory and not
on disk yet, and performing those changes on disk. WAL writer is working by default and cannot be disabled.
We recommend you set up such a monitoring or use one of SaaS offerings out there. The followings are the
details of the recovery processing from that point. Also, no delays are performed if fsync is disabled. This is
needed because a page write that is in process during an operating system crash might be only partially
completed, leading to an on-disk page that contains a mix of old and new data. These should come slowly
back down to normal levels. The default value is replica, which writes enough data to support WAL archiving
and replication, including running read-only queries on a standby server. Beginning in PostgreSQL 9. The
WAL log is simply a record of all changes that have been made and is stored on disk. When Postgres would
come back up, it will see the transaction completed 1 , but Postgres will have no record of some of the changes
made by the transaction. As I wrote earlier â€” WAL is in theory infinite file, that gets only new data
appended , and never overwrites. WAL is considered unneeded and to be removed after a Checkpoint is made.
A specific example is shown in Fig. What will happen if the power will go down while doing the write?
Replication failures: When using streaming replication with replication slots, and a standby goes down,
Postgres will retain the WAL files needed by the standby so that the stanby can resume from the point where it
left off. Size of main structures is shown in the Figs. For example â€” there is not really any use for WAL data
that was logged before last checkpoint. Unlike fsync , setting this parameter to off does not create any risk of
database inconsistency: an operating system or database crash might result in some recent
allegedly-committed transactions being lost, but the database state will be just the same as if those transactions
had been aborted cleanly. For further controlling and mitigating that, Postgres, since version 9. Hence, if your
server generates little WAL traffic or has slack periods where it does so , there could be a long delay between
the completion of a transaction and its safe recording in archive storage. The auto-tuning selected by the
default setting of -1 should give reasonable results in most cases. Unfortunately, it can be difficult to predict
the number of WAL files needed and therefore the disk space needed for them for the normal operation of the
server. Therefore, one way to reduce the cost of full-page writes is to increase the checkpoint interval
parameters. The number of WAL files adaptively changes depending on the server activity. And the oldest file
â€” is quote close after newest â€” B In PostgreSQL releases prior to 9. The default, and safe, setting is on. As
can be seen from this example, if the replaying order of non-backup blocks is incorrect or non-backup blocks
are replayed out more than once, the database cluster will no longer be consistent.


